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Suspect Name

Appearance

Clues

Prof. Duckman,
Pathologist; wears
felt hat over his
grey hair, has a
supply of bugs from
research, keeps a
pencil for writing in
notebook
Agent Gifs, Team
leader; avid
woodworker,
expert marksman,
loves coffee, grows
hibiscuses

grey hair, head
lice/flea samples,
felt from hat,
pencil lead,
notebook paper

Commander
Spittoon; visiting
Naval officer, cat
fancier; reads many
newspapers

brass button
newspaper,
polyester fabric,
cat hair, hemp
fiber

Ms. Hailey “Jinx”
Berrie; agent
researching nano
hydrophobic
materials &
graphene, music
lover, likes
geraniums

brown hair,
hydrophobic
material,
graphene, CD
piece, geranium
pollen

Notes

fine sandpaper,
gunpowder,
hibiscus pollen,
Styrofoam, wood
shavings
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Anthony DeNose;
investigator with
allergies but lives in
a pine forest. Has
many silk ties;
movie and music
enthusiast.

silk tie (material),
pine pollen,
Kleenex, CD or
DVD piece

Jene, Director of
NCIS; loves to
wear jeans, dyes
her hair red, loves
to run, expert
marksman, likes to
smell fresh
Ensign Pulverize
fixes engines; loves
reading, gardening
(especially daisies),
and baking

dyed red hair,
jeans, talcum
powder,
gunpowder,
outside dirt or
gravel

Princess Sarah,
friend of Agent
Gifs; has blond hair,
raises dogs, loves
to write in her
journal, has a
butterfly garden
under her Spanish
Moss covered trees
Captain Cook,
ship’s commander
likes to make
jewelry to relax,
inspects
everywhere on ship
and leaves notes,
loves birds and
Christmas cactus

blond hair,
butterfly wing,
notebook paper,
dog hair, pencil
lead, Spanish
moss

daisy pollen,
medium
sandpaper, hemp
fiber, oil or
grease on paper
towel, flour

coarse
sandpaper, Postit notes,
Christmas cactus
pollen, metallic
thread, hemp
fiber, feather
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